WEEK 8

SPRING
NEWSLETTER

It was great to meet with so many parents on Thursday
evening to talk through our plans for re-opening. Your support
is as always appreciated. What came across loud and clear was
the joint effort between school and home to help our teens
settle quickly into being back in school.
We expect next week to be busy, and appreciate that there will
be a heady combination of excitement, worry and overwhelm

REMINDERS...

YEAR GROUP RETURN DATES
Monday 8th - Year 9
Year 10

as we return to being with people. We expect that students will
be tired and may be more emotional or snappy than usual.

Tuesday 9th - Year 12 Vocational

Please do get in touch if you are concerned about your child.

(Health, Applied Science, Games

Our priority is to ensure students feel safe and happy. We will

Design)

be focused on reintroducing the necessary routines and
structures to ensure students are maintaining social distancing

Wednesday 10th - Year 12 A-level (if

and good hygiene. It is so important that we promote safe

you usually have a timetabled lesson –

behaviours so that we can keep our year groups in school. We

Biology, Enterprise, Engineering,

will be reminding students that it is not okay to hug each

Criminology, Further Maths, History,

other, much as we would like to. We will be looking at how we

Art, Maths, Psychology)

best support each teen's mental health whilst taking steps to

Year 12 Bridging

address any gaps in learning.

Year 13 Vocational (Health, Applied

We would really appreciate your support in reminding your

Science, Games Design)

teens that they need to travel safely to school. They need to
ensure that they do not congregate with other students outside
the building and that they are not mixing bubbles.

Return to School Reminders

Thursday 11th - Year 12 A-level
Year 13 A-level (if you usually have a
timetabled lesson)

Students will start to return to the building from Monday.

Friday 12th - Year 11

The return is staggered to allow us to build in testing as

Year 13 A-level

students are reintegrated into their bubbles. All students will be
back in school by Friday 12th March.
Over 80% of families have consented for testing. If you have

Junior Leadership Team

not yet returned your form, please do so as soon as possible.

The JLT participated in a fascinating HIV

Testing is not compulsory, but we would highly recommend it

workshop this week as part of our work on

as it will help us to keep bubbles open and we know our

LGBTQ History Month. We had an

students and families are desperate for their teens to be back

interesting debate about how this learning

in school.

can be delivered in schools. We also began

Students will be tested three times over the first two weeks.

to plan our activities for International

Students will be returning to their year group hubs in the

Women's Month and we have so many

building to avoid mixing between bubbles.

exciting things planned for March,

Start, finish and lunch times will continue to be staggered

including having different female

as in December.

professionals speak about their careers in
what had been male dominated industries.

Year 9, Ignite
Year 9 have been focusing on the power of speeches. Students analysed
devices used by the speaker and set about creating their own speeches in
response to: “social networking sites are just sophisticated means for stalking
people. They’re dangerous and should be banned in the U.K”. Mathematicians
have been looking at the probability of multiple events. Social scientists have
been studying the sociology of education considering Functionalist and
Marxist perspectives. They have been engaging in discussions and sharing
opinions on the function of education society. Historians analysed Gary
Sheffield's interpretation concerning the myth of the "Lion's led by Donkeys"
on the Western Front. Students have continued working on the Farm Urban
- Future Food Festival. This week they got a virtual tour of the Vertical Farm
in the basement of the CUC building. They found out about the advantages
and challenges to hydroponics and vertical farming. They were also
introduced to aspects of Farm Urban's business including the Greens for Good
model. Today they have been introduced to the Skills Builder platform and
have been reflecting on their own and other people's skills.

NOTES FOR THIS WEEK...

RESEARCH IN SCHOOLS
We have been selected to run a pilot
project for the IRS. The project, called
DNA Origami , will give Yr 12 students

Year 10

the chanceto design and construct their

Year 10 historians have been learning about the Liberal Reformers and welfare
state as well as medicine in the First World War. In English we revisited
strategies to use when analysing a text for structure by exploring an extract
from 'The Woman in Black' by Susan Hill. Special shout out to Bee and Lara
for volunteering so many answers! Synergy scientists have been learning
about immune response and vaccinations. Engineers have been looking at
lifecycle and sustainability of design. In PBL, Students are participating in the
Unilever Aspire programme, a digital challenge where they must follow a brief
to produce a brand. They have looked at designs for logos and packaging,
materials and costs as well as where they intend to sell their brand.

own DNA nanostructures. They will

Year 12
Applied Scientists have been analysing medical physics case studies that
involve breaches of health and safety legislation and the consequences of this
on the patient, operator and hospital. Engineers are looking at pressure laws
and linking to hospitals for oxygen cylinders to help treat covid sufferers.
Physicists are continuing investigating waves, using phet simulations to
investigate refraction. In maths, we have studied acceleration due to gravity. In
further maths we looked at the shortest distance between points, lines and
planes in 3D. In maths for engineering we are differentiating trigonometric
and exponential functions. Chemists have been preparing for an online
assessment to allow lockdown weaknesses to be identified and built in to
teaching face to face. Historians have been completing guided reading from
historian Harry Ward, looking at how the situation in the American Colonies
turned from the resistance of British policy towards open rebellion. Aspiring
medics have attended the online Bionow Precision Medicine conference to find
out about exciting new developments and challenges in precision medicine.
Psychologists are studying mental disorders in their psychopathology topic for
paper 1. They also learned about the behaviourist approach to phobias. Artists
and designers have begun to experiment looking at the work of their chosen
artist and are developing initial outcomes to show an understanding of their
process. The outcomes relate to their own dreams and will be used to develop
their personal responses which will be showcased in the Studio 2021 virtual
exhibition in collaboration with Eventhorizon. They have also produced
beautiful photography work for our project on Newly Discovered Landscapes.

Year 11 & 13
This week, year 11 and 13 are focused on their PPEs. They are working really
hard to show evidence of their skills and ability. Keep up the good work!

learn how to use CAD software to design
objects which they will then construct
entirely out of DNA. This approach is
used for targeted drug delivery, building
nanorobots and studying enzymesubstrate interactions.

NATIONAL CAREERS WEEK
Students have this week participated in
National Careers Week, including a visit
to a virtual careers fair and chances to
hear from key employers about careers
in a range of sectors.

Y10 WORK EXPERIENCE
On Thursday, Yr10 students took part in
a day long virtual work experience.
Students selected from a range of
businesses including nursing with
Merseycare, marketing with Merseyrail,
engineering with Cadent Gas and web
design for National Museums Liverpool.
Students had virtual tours, heard from
staff and completed a series of tasks.

PRE PUBLIC EXAMS ONLINE
PPEs will continue as planned next
week. Please ensure you follow the
instructions from your teachers.

